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On Affine Hypersurfaces with Parallel N ullity

Katsumi Nomizu (*) and Barbara Opozda (**)

Affine differential geometry for hypersurfaces in the classical sense of
Blaschke is based on the hypothesis that the given hypersurface is nondegen
erate (quote from [B, p.l04]: Für parabolisch gekrümmte Flächen ("Torsen" ,
LN - M 2 = 0) versagt die Gnmdform.). In relative geometry (for exarnple,
see [S]) and in the study of affine immersions [N-Pl], (N-P2), the nonde
generacy condition is often important, although a few results (for example,
Berwald'stheorem [N-P2], Radon's theorem [0]) have been established under
a somewhat weaker assumption on the rank of the fundamental fonn h.

In this paper, we examine a general condition weaker than nondegen
eracy under which geometry of a given hypersurface can be reduced to the
classical situation. We start with an immersion I : Mn -t Rn+1. For an
arbitrary choice oE a transversal vector fieid ~, consider the condition that
the kernel oE h be parallel relative to tbe connection yr induced by~. It
turns out tbat this condition is independent oE a choice oE~. Under this
condition of parallel nullity and under a completeness assumption which is
also intrinsic, we shall show that f is globally a cylinder immersion of the
form Mn = Mr X L, I = 11 X Jo, where 11 : M r

-t Rr+l is a nondegenerate
hypersurface, L is a leaf of TO, and 10 is a connection-preserving map of L
of T O outo R n- r, where R r+1 and Rn-r are affine subspaces in Rn+1 which
are mutually transversal. Such a representation is unique up to an equiaffine
transformation. Thus the geometry of Mn is completely determined by that
of a profile nondegenerate hypersurface Mr in Rr+1 which is itself uniquely
detennined up to equiaffine equivalence. For later applications we include
additional infonnation on transversal vector fields.

(*) The work of the first author is supported by an Alexander von Humboldt
research award at Technische Universität Berlin and Max-Planck- Institut
-für Mathematik, Bonn.
(**) The work of the second author is supported by an Alexander von Hum
boldt research fellowship at Universität zu Köln and Max-Planck-Institut für
Mathematik, Bonn.
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1. Preliminaries.

Let f : Mn --t Rn+l be a connected hypersurface immersed in the affine
space R n +1 provided with a fixed determinant function (volume element).
Araund each point of Mn let ~ be an arbitrarily chosen transversal vector
field. As usual, we write

(I)

and

(lI) Dx€ = - f.(SX) + T(X)~,

where X, Y are vector fields on Mn, "\1 is the induced connection on Mn, h
the affine fundamental fann, S the shape operator, and T the transvesal
connection form, aU depending on the chosen €. The foUawing lemma is
standard.

Lemma 1. Hwe change €to another transversal vector fieldZ = (j.Z +€)/A,
wbere Z is a certain vector Held on Mn and ). a positive function, tben the
induced cOIUlection, the affine fundamental form, the transversal connection
form, and the shape operator change as folIows:

(1)

(2)

(3)

h - ).h·- ,

\7xY = \7xY - h(X,Y)Z;

T = T + 1] - d( 10gA),

where "7 is the I-form such that "7(X) = heX, Z) for all X;

(4) SX = [SX - \7xZ + T(X)Z + heX, Z)ZJ/)..

By virtue of (1) we see that the rank of h at a point x is the same as
that of h at x. We call it the rank of j at x. We also see that the null space
{X : h(X, Y) = 0 for all Y} at x is the same as the null space of h at x. This
null space of h is denoted by TO(x). We shall say that T Ois parallel relative
to \7 if, for any curve from x to y, parallel translation along the curve maps
TO(x) onto TO(y). In this case, the dimension of r(x) remains constant
on Mn. In general, it is known that a differentiable distribution, say T O, is
parallel if and only if for any vector field Y E T O we have \7X Y E T O for
every vector field X.
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Lemma 2. Tbe condition that TO is parallel relative to V is independent of
a choice of transversal vector neid.

Proof. Suppose TO is parallel relative to \7. For any curve Xt, 0 ~ t ~ 1,
and for any \7-parallel yt E TJ, we have by (2)

\7 t Yi = \7t Yi - heXt, yt)Z = VtYi = 0,

where X t is the tangent vector field of Xt. Thus Yi is V-parallel. This means
that ro is V-parallel.

From now on, we assume that our hypersurface satisfies the condition
of parallel nullity (that is, TO is parallel relative to V). The distribution
TJ being parallel, it is integrable and totally geodesie. We say that TO is
complete if each leaf L of Tl is complete relative to \7, that is, every V
geodesic in L extends infinitely for its affine parameter. In this regard we
have

Lemma 3. On eacb leaf L of TO the induced connection \7 is the same for
any cboice of ~. In particular, the property that T O is complete is independent
of a cboice of e.
Proof. H X, Y are vector fields on L, then we have V x Y = \7x Y 
heX, Y)Z = V x Y. Thus two connections V and \7 coincide on L.

FrOfi (I), we easily get

Lemma 4. For every leaf L ofTo, f(L) is a totally geodesie submanifold in
R n+l

. If Tl is complete, tben J( L) is an entire affine subspace of dimension
s = dim TO; f actually gives a connection-preserving diffeomorphism of L
onto tbe affine subspace f(L). Moreover, for two distinct leaves LI and L 2

ofro, feLl) and f(L 2 ) are alIine subspaces which are D-parallel in R n +l .

Remark 1. H the connection \7 induced by some transversal vector field (
is complete and if ro is parallel, then Tl is complete.

Remark 2. H an affine hypersurface f : Mn -t R n+l has the property that
Vh = 0 for some choice of transversal vector field, then it obviously satisfies
the condition of parallel nullity.

Remark 3. For an affine hypersurface f : Mn ---+ Rn+l, the Gauss equation
implies that for each point x E Mn we have

The two subspaces coincide if the rank of S is > 1 or if rank h = 1 and
R f:. O. H they coincide at every point and if V R = 0, then T O is parallel.
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We add the following facts for later use. Assume that two transversal
vector fields eand Zcoincide mod TJ, that is, Z= e+1*(Z), where ZETa.
Then from Lemma 1 we see that

h = h and T = T

s = S mod Ti, and V = V mod Ta,

that is, V x Y - V x Y E Ta for all vecotr fields X, Y. Now using these facts
it is easy to establish the following.

Lemma 5. Assume that €= emod TJ. Then we have

(5)

(6)

Vh = Vh,

- °R=RmodT,

that is, R(X, Y)W - R(X, Y)W E T O for a1l X, Y, w.
Moreover, jf esatjsfies sTJ c TJ, tben

(7)

(8)

VB = VB mod Tl,

V R = V R mod rro.

2. Global cylinder representation of a hypersurface Mn

We now prove the following theorem.

Theorem. Let 1 : Mn ~ R n+1 be a connected hypersurface such that its
affine fundamental form h has parallel kerne] T O

• Assume that Ta is complete.
Then we can express 1 : Mn ~ Rn+l as follows: Mn = MT X L,I =
11 X 10, where /1 : MT ~ R r+1 is a connected nondegenerate hypersurface
and /0 js a connectjon-preserving map of a leaf L of Ta onto Rn-T, and
Rn+l = R r+1 X Rn-T. Such a representation js unique up to an equiafIine
transformation of Rn+l so that a nondegenerate profile hypersurface MT is
detennined uniquely up to an equiafflne transfonnation of R T +1 .

Proof. Let Xo be an arbitrary hut fixed point of Mn. For the leaI Lo
through Xo of Ta, I(Lo) is an entire affine subspace of dimension s = n - r
through 0 = I(xo) in Rn+l. CaU it R.!. For any point p E Rn+l we denote
by R.!(p) the s-dimensional affine subspace through p which is parallel to
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R". Again from Lemma 4 we know that if x E Mn, then the image by f
of the leaf L through x coincides with R"(f(x)). Let us choose an affine
subspace of dimension r + 1, say, Rr+l through f(xo) wmch is transversal to
R". Again, for any point p in R n+1 the (r + l)-dimensional affine subspace
through p and parallel to Rr+l will be denoted by R r+1 (p). The mapping
f : Mn --t Rn+l is then transversal to Rr+l. In fact, for any x E Mn
such that p = fex) E Rr+l we have Tp(Rn+l) = Tp(RS) + f.(Tx(Mn)),
because f. (T% (Mn)) contains R"(p) = f (L), where L is the leaf of T O t hrough
x. By a weIl known theorem (for example, see [H], p.22]), it follows that
M r = {x E Mn : f( x) E Rr+l} is an r-dimensional submanifold of Mn. We
see that the restriction of f : Mn ---+ Rn+1 to Mr gives rise to a hypersurface
11 : M r ---+ Rr+l; we shall show that M r is connected in a moment. In the
case where the original immersion f : Mn ---+ Rn+l is an imbedding, we may
think of M r as the intersection of Mn with R r+1

.

Now we define a one-to-one map cI> : Mn ---+ Mr X L o as folIows. We
consider 0 = f(xo) as the origin of Rn+1, R", and Rr+1, whenever we need a
reference point in each of these affine spaces. Now for any x E Mn, we define

cI> (x) = (y, z) E M r X Lo,

where y, z are determined as folIows. Consider p = f(x). For the leaf L(x)
of T O through x, I(L(x)) is the affine subspace R"(p), wmch meets Rr+l at
a certain unique point, say, q. Since f maps one-to-one on L(x), there is
a unique point y E L(x) C Mn such that I(y) = q. This means y E Mr.
On the other hand, the vector from q to p is parallel to the vector from 0

to z, where z is a certain uniquely deterrnined point of RB. It is now easy
to find the inverse map Mr x L ---+ Mn of cI>. Since cI> is differentiable, the
existence of the projection Mn ---+ M r shows that M r is connected. So we
get a cylinder representation of Mn with a profile hypersurlace Mr.

We have still to prove the uniqueness of such a representation. For tms
purpose we use the following lemma in analytic geometry which is easy to
prove.

Lemma 5. Let R" be a fixed affine subspace of the affine space R n+1 .
-r+l

Suppose Rr+l and R are two afIine subspaces that are transversal to
-r+l

map F of Rr+l onto R as follows: for eacb point x E M r+1 , let R"(x)
denote the aiIine subspace through x that is parallel to R". We let x be a

uniquely determined point ofintersection with R
r
+

1
and set F(x) = x. Tben

F is an affine transfonnation of Rr+l onto R
r
+

1
. Moreover, F is equiafflne

(that is volume-preserving) if we fix adeterminant function (parallel volume
element) W n+1 on Rr+1 and adeterminant function w" on R" and define
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detenninant functions Wr+l and Wr+l on Rr+1 and R
r
+

1
, respectively, such

that Wn+l = Wr+l /\ W~ and Wn+l = W r+l A W~.

Now suppose <I> : Mn+l ~ M
r

x L is another cylinder representation,
- -r -r+l -r+l --

where 11 : M ~ R is a nondegenerate hypersurface of R and 10 : L ~
R!J is a connection-preserving map of a leaf L of T O onto an affine subspaee
-~ -r+l
R transversal to R . We may assume, without loss of generality, that
L = L, R!J = R!J, and 10 = 7o. Then we get an equiaffine transformation

F1 : Rr+l ~ R
r
+

l
in the manner of Lemma 5. Combining this with the

identity map: RB we get an equiaffine transformation, denoted by F, of
R n +l onto itself. It is now clear that FI (M r ) = M

r
and <I> = F 0 <1>. This

eompletes the proof of the theorem.

Corollary. Under the assumption of the theorem, we can find a unique
transversal vector field ~ for Mn witb tbe following properties:

1) eis D-parallel in the direction ofTo; the affine shape operator vanishes
on~.

2) Tbe restrietion oE eto a profile bypersurface Mr coincides with the
alIine normal oE the nondegenerate hypersurface M r .

Such eis unique onee a profile bypersurface is chosen.

Remark 4. Ir we da not assurne the eompleteness for ro, then for any point
xo of Mn we can get a loeal cylinder deeomposition of a neighborhood U of
Xo in the form V X W, where V is a nondegenerate hypersurfaee in Rr+l and
W is an open subset of RB.

We add some more information on the relationship between the geometry
of Mn and that of Mr. Continuing the notation in the proof of the theorem,
we define a distribution Tl by

where Rr+l is now eonsidered as the vector subspaee instead of the affine
spaee R r+1 through I(xo) This distribution is obviously integrable. We de
note by 7f the projection of the veetor space Rn+l onto Rr+l (parallel to the
subspace R!J). We also denote by the same symbol the projection of TM
onto Tl parallel to ~ so that I. 0 7f = 1r 0 I •. Let ebe a transversal vector
field to I. We define Z= 1r 0 e. Then Zis also transversal to I and equal to
efiod TO. By the formulas preeeding Lemma 5 and those in Lemma 5 we
have
Proposition.

7=7, S = 1r 0 5,

6
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R(X, Y)W = 7r(R(X, Y)W),

(V7xS)(Y) = 7r(VxS)(Y),

and

(\7wR)(X, Y)V = 7r(VwR)(X, Y)V);

for the last two identities we need to assume tbat ( satisfies condition STD C
T D in Lemma 5. Moreover, the same relations hold if V7 is considered the
connection on Mr (that is, the restrietion to M r ).

Remark 5. If ( is assumed to be equiaffine, then certainly all the identities
in Lemma 5 hold. Moreover, ~ is parallel relative to D along ro.

Combining Remarks 3, 5 and the last identity in the proposition we
obtain

Corollary. Assume ( is an equialIine transversal vector field to a hypersur
face f : Mn -+ Rn+l such that V R = O. H rank S > 1 everywhere, then Mn
is loea1ly a eylinder M r X RB and V7 on Mr is loea1ly symmetrie.
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